Protect Confidential
Customs Data
An Intel and SAP joint solution can help secure data
shared between companies and customs agencies.
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Exchanging customs data
with accuracy and privacy
For years, customs agencies around the world
have been exploring ways to streamline and
improve the accuracy of the manufacturing
goods data provided by companies importing
and exporting materials. As a report by the
United States International Trade Commission
states, “countries have undertaken several types
of customs reform … to streamline customs
paperwork and improve transparency” as a way
to facilitate trade.¹
Both customs agencies and their trading partners
can benefit from simplifying and automating
what is currently a complex and cumbersome
process for both parties. For example, some
customs agencies require companies to provide
access to detailed manufacturing data, including
confidential bills of materials (BoMs), in order to
perform tax calculations. This process is generally
complex and can be error-prone because it
involves onsite visits and manual reviews of
reports. As a result, the agency might more easily
miss duty fees that it is entitled to collect.
On the other side of the coin, companies that
interact with customs agencies for import/export
of materials want to reduce the hours spent
creating reports and preparing manual audits.
Businesses that import components for assembly
into finished goods also want to ensure that they
receive any legal duty exemptions that they are
entitled to for those components.

In addition, customs agencies and private
businesses both want to reduce complexity
for exchanging customs data. However, there
can be tension between the two entities over
the customs agency’s requirement to provide
fully transparent and auditable records and
the company’s need to protect confidential
intellectual property (IP).
Commonly available electronic reporting
solutions typically come up short of meeting
these challenges because they often don’t secure
data sufficiently. As a result, they might expose
companies to security threats and IP breaches.
Additionally, many solutions leave gaps in
required functionality that can add to manual
effort and result in additional hours spent
on reporting.
A confidential data reporting solution from Intel
helps address these challenges by combining
the Intel® Software Guard Extensions (Intel
SGX) hardware-based Trusted Execution
Environment (TEE) with Hyperledger Avalon
and Hyperledger Fabric blockchain, in addition
to using SAP Business Technology Platform
(SAP BTP) as the development platform and
integration framework. The joint solution
streamlines and automates government customs
agency processes to improve data accuracy,
transparency, and security.
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Automating processes
while protecting IP
The confidential data reporting solution helps solve a number of challenges for both customs agencies
and the private businesses they interact with.
For governmental agencies, the solution can help streamline reporting through automation; increase the
overall efficiency of processes; improve the transparency, auditability, security, and accuracy of the data
the agencies collect; enhance fraud-detection capabilities; and improve the ability of agencies to collect
tariff revenues that often go unclaimed due to reporting errors.
For businesses, the solution simplifies accurate sharing of required information while helping to protect
sensitive IP. Companies can also more easily assess compliance gaps to quickly remediate errors. In
addition, they can eliminate thousands of costly person-hours spent preparing reports, potentially
saving millions of dollars in unnecessary duty or non-compliance fees.
For both the agencies and trading partners, the solution speeds the overall process by enabling
instantaneous report filing. In addition, report data is reconciled automatically. The moment a report is
submitted, errors are detected and reported, which helps reduce further errors and the resulting backand-forth interactions.

Table 1. Benefits of the confidential data reporting solution

Customs Agency

Private Business

Simplify processes

Reduce manual reporting hours

Enable instantaneous reporting

Enable instantaneous reporting

Increase accuracy/reduce errors

Increase accuracy/reduce errors

Improve transparency

Protect IP

Reduce lost tariff revenues

Reduce non-compliance fees
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Deploying a proof of concept with GDVC
In order to test the feasibility of the
confidential data reporting solution, Intel
worked with the General Department of
Vietnam Customs (“GDVC”) and SAP to
implement a proof of concept (PoC). The PoC
provides the GDVC with access to detailed
manufacturing data from companies,
including confidential manufacturing BoMs,
in support of GDVC duty-free material
consumption validation.
Intel was well positioned to develop and help
implement the PoC project because Intel
ships components to Vietnam, where the
components are assembled into goods that are
later exported. As a result, the company is both
a technology provider for the solution and a
beneficiary of its adoption by the GDVC. This
PoC presented a unique opportunity for Intel
to work with the GDVC to test the solution’s
ability to help:
•

Automate processes to reduce errors
and decrease lost revenue from
data inaccuracies

•

Use near-real-time reporting to prevent
misuse of tax breaks and leaking of raw
materials into local markets

•

Protect intellectual property for companies
operating in Vietnam

Currently, the GDVC requires all companies to
submit manufacturing BoMs to validate dutyfree material consumption. The PoC solution
demonstrated that Intel was able to maintain

confidentiality for the list of components in
its manufacturing BoMs. Now, the GDVC and
Intel are partnering to review and propose new
business processes to simplify and accelerate
duty-free reporting.
The PoC solution helps companies maintain
Authorized Economic Operator (AEO) status by
confidentially reporting product inventories,
movements, and manufacturing BoMs to the
GDVC in near real time for duty-free materials
tracking. This benefit is critical because the
penalties for not meeting AEO status are high:
non-compliance results in significant financial
penalties and delays, increasing customs
clearance times from nearly instantaneous to
as long as two days.
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How it works
The full PoC was built on the following
components:
•

SAP Business Technology Platform (SAP
BTP), as the integrated platform to develop
applications, orchestrate cross-systems
integrations, and provide enterprise-grade
analytical capabilities

•

Hyperledger Fabric, for the blockchain
data path

•

The confidential data reporting solution
from Intel, consisting of:
•

Hyperledger Avalon to offload
blockchain processing from the
main blockchain to dedicated
computing resources

•

Intel SGX to encrypt data in motion for
protecting the confidentiality
and integrity of sensitive IP

•

As Figure 1 illustrates, confidential BoM data,
including material components and finished
goods transactions, are stored in an off-chain
database, shown in red. Only hashes of the
BoM data are processed on the blockchain.
When a transaction validation request requires
BoM data, the request is forwarded to the
off-chain confidential data reporting solution
running on servers built with Intel Xeon
Scalable processors and Intel SGX. The BoM
data is only decrypted in a security-enabled
Intel SGX enclave. The validation result,
including hashes of the BoM data used during
validation, is then provided to the blockchain,
where it can be matched to the blockchain data
that includes material data, finished goods
data, and the BoM hashes. The hashes are used
to help ensure the integrity of the BoM data
being used for validation.
Each of the solution components is described
in more detail in the following sections.

Intel® Xeon® Scalable processors to
help ensure high levels of performance
and support for the Intel SGX TEE

Blockchain network with Intel confidential data reporting solution
Manufacturer X Blockchain Nodes

Customs Agency Blockchain Nodes

Manufacturer Y Blockchain Nodes

Material Data
Finished Goods Data
BoM Nodes

Material Data
Finished Goods Data
BoM Nodes

Material Data
Finished Goods Data
Bill of Materials (BoM) Nodes

BoM Validation
Smart Contract

Blockchain Data
Submitter

Confidential Data
Reporting Solution
with Intel SGX*

Confidential Data
Reporting Solution
with Intel SGX*

Trusted Execution
Environment

BoM Hashes
Materials and
Finished Goods
Transactions

Blockchain Data
Submitter

Trusted Execution
Environment

Encrypted BoM Data
Off-chain
BoM Data

Manufacturer X

Encrypted BoM Data
Customs
Agency Systems

Customs Agency

Off-chain
BoM Data

BoM Hashes
Materials and
Finished Goods
Transactions

Manufacturer Y

* Intel SGX
• Confidential data reporting solution validation requests performed off-chain on servers built with Intel Xeon Scalable processors and Intel SGX
• BoM data is decrypted in the security-enabled enclave only

Figure 1. The confidential data reporting solution from Intel offloads manufacturing BoM data to a side channel to help protect IP
while maintaining high levels of performance
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SAP BTP with blockchain
The GDVC PoC deployed Hyperledger Fabric
as the underlying blockchain, with seamless
security-enabled integration provided by
SAP BTP.
Blockchain is being embraced by a growing
number of governments and businesses
across the world because it supports a highavailability platform and tamper-proof ledger
to help ensure trust for data exchanged
between organizations. Hyperledger Fabric
blockchain helps provide a secure network
with a tamper-proof, fault-tolerant ledger and
scalable automation.

“SAP BTP simplified the
configuration and integration
of the end-to-end solution.
We had the entire PoC up and
running in only six weeks, which
let GDVC see the benefits even
faster than expected. The initial
test rollout was performed in the
cloud, but organizations have the
option of cloud or on-premises
deployments.”
— Sathya Narasimhan, Sr. Director,
Business Technology Platform, SAP

SAP BTP simplifies deployment, configuration,
and administration of the microservices that
were used to build the applications required for
the GDVC and Intel to exchange data. Through
the SAP BTP platform, the GDVC was able

to build new customs-oriented applications
in a timely and scalable manner. Although
not part of the PoC, these applications could
also be used to enable organizations to
monitor commodities consumption, maintain
compliance on tax regulations, and generate
valuable analytical reports to drive future
customs initiatives.
The SAP BTP solution showcased the value
of the integrated platform by providing endto-end development and deployment of
all required components to meet the PoC
requirements in less than six weeks. Ease and
speed of development are critical requirements
for organizations to be able to quickly scale up
production versions of the solution.
In addition to tamper-proof security features,
SAP BTP provides real-time reporting and
advanced analysis of the movements of
materials, which allows authorities to monitor
tax compliance more easily.

SAP Business Technology Platform
(SAP BTP)
SAP BTP is a broad integrated platform
that offers fast in-memory processing,
sustainable, agile services to integrate
data and extend applications, and fully
embedded analytics and intelligent
technologies. SAP BTP unifies data
management, analytics, artificial
intelligence (AI), Internet of Things (IoT),
blockchain, and application-development
technologies, while providing high levels of
intelligence and integration.
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Confidential data reporting solution from Intel

Hyperledger Avalon is an open-source Trusted
Compute Framework (TCF) that enables
stronger scalability and security for data
by moving some blockchain processing off
the main chain onto dedicated computing
resources.² Hyperledger Avalon conforms to
Trusted Compute Specifications developed
by a consortium of businesses, including Intel.
The open source solution gives developers
access to published APIs that let them harness
the power of Intel SGX for accessing offchain transaction resources and delivering
confidential data. Once the transactions are
complete, the results can be posted back to
the shared blockchain ledger. This approach
helps improve transaction throughput and
privacy while lessening the data load on the
shared ledger.
Intel SGX provides a Trusted Execution
Environment (TEE) that helps ensure the
integrity of the link between off-chain and
on-chain execution. Intel SGX capabilities
such as code verification, execution isolation,
and attestation verification can help provide a
reliable link between main chain and off-chain
compute resources.

Intel SGX helps ensure data integrity
Intel SGX is a set of instructions that
increases the security of application
code and data, giving them more
protection from disclosure or modification.
Developers can partition sensitive
information into enclaves, which are areas
of execution in memory that provide
hardware-assisted protections to help
prevent access from processes at higher
privilege levels.

APP

APP

Operating System
Virtual Machine Manager

Hardware

Enclave

The confidential data reporting solution from
Intel combines Intel SGX with Hyperledger
Avalon on servers powered by Intel Xeon
Scalable processors.

SGX

Intel SGX benefits from the performance,
reliability, and scalability offered by Intel
Xeon Scalable processors. Because these
processors are designed for mission-critical,
demanding workloads, they help ensure
high levels of performance and reliability for
the confidential data reporting solution
from Intel.
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Meeting the needs of customs agencies
and businesses
The confidential data reporting solution from
Intel and Hyperledger Fabric on SAP BTP
can offer several benefits for the GDVC, as
part of the organization’s broader digitaltransformation initiatives. The solution
can provide effective automation to help
streamline processes, eliminate errors, and
reduce incidences of lost duty fees. The
Hyperledger Fabric blockchain network
also provides strong levels of security over
traditional point-to-point integration
networks by providing a tamper-resistant
distributed ledger. In addition, Intel SGX goes
beyond the transparency and traceability
offered by blockchain by providing enhanced
privacy and security protection to the
blockchain transactions and by improving
blockchain throughput.
The PoC shows the potential for the overall
solution to help Vietnam Customs meet its
digital modernization goals. According to
Mai Xuan Thanh, Deputy Director General of
Vietnam Customs, “This is one of the important
projects for Vietnam Customs to affirm to
investors about an increasingly modern and
transparent management environment.”
The solution also has significant benefits for
companies, like Intel, that import and export
goods through Vietnam. “One of Intel IT’s
top priorities is to protect our company’s
intellectual properties. The confidential data
reporting solution with Intel SGX enables us
to keep our manufacturing bill of materials
data more secure while still being compliant
with regulations,” explains Christine Matlock,
Innovation Architect, Intel IT Enterprise
Solutions Architecture.

Kim Huat Ooi, Vice President in Manufacturing
and Operations and General Manager of
Intel Products Vietnam, adds, “The solution
has the potential to eliminate up to 5,000
person-hours previously spent by the Intel
operations team preparing manual reports
and audits.” Plus, the solution helps Intel meet
AEO requirements, which helps the company
avoid paying 10 percent import duties from
accidental non-compliance. By avoiding those
costly errors, large businesses like Intel can
potentially save millions of dollars in penalties.

"The success of this blockchainSGX PoC is a result of the strong
partnership between Intel and
Vietnam Customs over the last
15 years. The solution shows
Intel’s commitment to developing
breakthrough technologies
that help solve public-private
compliance challenges and create
an ‘ease-of-doing-business’
environment in Vietnam for multinational companies.”
— Kim Huat Ooi, Vice President
in Manufacturing and Operations
and General Manager of
Intel Products Vietnam
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Based on a successful PoC, the GDVC is investigating the feasibility of rolling out a more extensive
production pilot deployment of the confidential data reporting solution.
The confidential data reporting solution from Intel provides an efficient, effective alternative to manual,
error-prone processes and to less secure electronic delivery platforms. The solution can be adapted for
use by supply-chain-management groups, governmental offices dealing with trade, or other government
customs agencies looking for a reporting solution that is security-enabled, confidential, performant,
and scalable.
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A partnership that helps
unlock and protect the value
of data today
The connected world exposes valuable data assets, and privacy concerns and
regulations add to the challenges of finding the right solution. Intel and SAP
are working together to help protect data integrity and personal privacy in
powerful end-to-end solutions.
To learn more about Intel and SAP innovations, visit intel.com/sap.
To learn more about Intel SGX innovations, visit intel.com/sgx.
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¹ United States International Trade Commission (USITC). “An Overview of Customs Reforms to Facilitate Trade.” Journal of International Commerce and Economics. August 2017.
usitc.gov/publications/332/journals/jice_customsreformstofacilitatetradepeterson_508_compliant.pdf.
² The Linux Foundation. “Hyperledger Avalon.” hyperledger.org/use/avalon.
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